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Sarah Holman : Kate's Capitol (Kate's Case Files Book 2) before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it
would be worth my time, and all praised Kate's Capitol (Kate's Case Files Book 2):
0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Well-written Christian FBI adventureBy Deborah O'CarrollAnother
thoroughly enjoyable mystery story from Sarah Holman!In a way, Katersquo;s Capitol was quite different than the
first one. Katersquo;s Innocence (book 1) had a lot of action and peril; this one has more of a political/office/spy sort
of feel, so there was still tension, just of a slightly less life-threatening sort for most of the book. It was interesting
watching the FBI team tracking trails of paperwork etc. This one is somewhat tense but not as high-stakes as the first
book, so they feel rather different, although it got exciting and perilous at the end there for a bitmdash;eep!Overall it
was a good modern mystery/thriller. Even the office parts, of which there were many, kept me absorbed, even if
yoursquo;d think they wouldnrsquo;t be as interesting. But it seemed very authentic and well-researched; I felt like I
was in the Austin capitol building and other settings. The attention to detail was fabulous! (I know the author worked
there for awhile, and it shows; I was totally pulled into the place!)This novel was a quick read, which I absorbed in an
afternoon, and was fast-paced and enjoyable. I felt like I was watching a TV show, actually. :D As if each book is like
an episode (or maybe a pair of episodes), self-contained with full storylines, but with a few ongoing threads continuing
from book to bookmdash;whatrsquo;s in Katersquo;s past that she doesnrsquo;t like to think about? Are Kate and
Patrick ever going to realize theyrsquo;re perfect for each other? Is Thomas going to have a character arc? Etc. I really
liked this feeling. :DI love this cast of characters, this close-knit team of FBI agents who are friends, and have enjoyed
getting to know them. :) Brian, Logan, and Kim seem more side-character-ish, with not as much focus on them, though
they are still lovable, while itrsquo;s mostly about Kate and Patrick (I really like him!) and maybe a bit about Thomas
sometimesmdash;perhaps because hersquo;s the superior whorsquo;s kind of in the shadows and not around as much;
Irsquo;m curious to learn more about him. They all have a very well-drawn individual ldquo;feelrdquo; to their
characters, like people I know, and Irsquo;m extremely fond of them. ^_^I thought I was going to be sad that Kate and
Patrick were working separately for a lot of the story, but I actually ended up loving it! It was super fun to go back and
forth in their POVs and see them working separate angles of the case, and talking through email or phone
callsmdash;it was unique and fun and upped the tension sometimes. :) I love their story and so enjoy reading about
them.At first I was disappointed in some of the ending, until I recognized the point of it ending that way, realizing it
illustrated a moral point, so I decided I was okay with it. It had some good Christian themes and thoughts as well.
:)For readers who enjoy clean Christian fiction with an FBI twist and a light dash of possible-romancemdash;or even
just an enjoyable mystery-type read, well-written and with a fun cast of charactersmdash;I highly recommend these
books!Irsquo;ve so enjoyed these first two books in the Katersquo;s Case Files series, and I look forward to more
adventures with this team! :)0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Great ContinuationBy AmandaHaving

read and thoroughly enjoyed [book:Kate's Innocence|27670663], I really looked forward to Kate's Innocence. I was
not disappointed! The flow of it was perfect. Never did it seem to drag or leave me clueless as to what was going on.I
really appreciated the theme of this book, about following God in even the small aspects of life. This one is without a
doubt a strong Christian-themed book.The romance was slightly disappointing to me. It's not that I don't like romance
in books; it just seemed to move very quickly from the last book. And, okay... so maybe it is because I don't like a ton
of romance in books. ;) I just want Patrick and Kate to stay friends a little longer and not go through a whole back-andforth "she likes me, she likes me not" ordeal. Yeah, that's just me. ;)If you've read Kate's Innocence, this is a great
followup.If you haven't read Kate's Innocence, you now have two books to put on your TBR pile. ;)0 of 0 people
found the following review helpful. Good solid mysteryBy Liberty BluebelleI enjoyed this book much better than the
first one. The back and forth between the agents through emails (as their alternate identities) really added to the whole
scene, and seemed to give an accurate field for that particular sort of political arena. I liked how the author gave us
several suspects, one of which we *really* didn't want to see as the guilty one. Not for younger readers, as there is
some "peril"/almost violence. Clean, though the personal attraction between 2 agents is distracting to me. Kate was
much more likable in this book. I look forward to the next one!
Do the small compromises we make daily really hurt anyone or matter to God?Katersquo;s first case as an FBI agent is
nothing like she expected. Posing as an intern at the Texas Capitol, she finds herself spending more time behind the
computer than she does figuring out the case. Is Representative Jason Ashbury guilty of a third degree felony or is one
of his staff to blame? And how is she supposed to handle the effect Patrick has on her?Patrick was looking forward to
guiding Kate through her first case, instead he was assigned to Ashbruyrsquo;s home office in Tyler. He cannot figure
out either the case or his relationship to Kate. Are Ashburyrsquo;s dedicated employees covering for him, or the
instigators? Will Kate ever let him be her friend, or will she continue to push him away?
About the AuthorSarah Holman is a not so typical mid-twenties girl: A homeschool graduate, sister to six awesome
siblings. If there is anything adventuresome about her life, it is because she serves a God with a destiny bigger than
anything she could have imagined. You can find out more about her at her website www.thedestinyofone.com
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